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Jackson Park 

 
LOCATION & LEGAL DESCRIPTION: The PAGODA BRIDGE is located in Jackson Park which is 
located east of Monaghan Road and north of Parkhill Road. It spans a section of Jackson Park 
Creek which runs through the park. 
 
The Registered Legal Description of Jackson Park is: Lot #1 West of Communication Road, 
formerly the Township of Smith now in the City of Peterborough, Concession 13, Registered Plan 
#17T, City of Peterborough. 
 
ORIGINAL OWNER: Nicholls Park Trust 
 
OWNER, 1987: City of Peterborough. 
 
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1894-1895. 
 
ARCHITECT: John E. Belcher 
 
SITE & SETTING: Jackson Park is situated in the northwest part of the city, in a valley created by 
Jackson Park Creek. The Pagoda Bridge, the outstanding structure within the park, is located at 
the south end of an artificial lake. It spans the spillway from the lake which is in the southeast 
quarter of the park. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE: This unique structure is an architectural gem which adds greatly to the heritage 
of our city and our province. It is a fine example of Victorian Garden Architecture which was 
popular in the nineteenth century. The value of this Pagoda Bridge is intrinsic and cannot be 
measured in monetary terms and every effort should be made to preserve and restore it. 
 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: The survey of Smith Township was completed in 1818. 
In that year, six families, all originating from Alston, Cumberland, England, arrived to take up land 
in the township. Known as the "Colony Settlers", they had sailed from Whitehaven on the Jason on 
May 17, 1818. The sea voyage and difficult journey, via Rice Lake and the Otonabee River, took 
all summer and they arrived in the wilderness too late to settle on their land. They spent the winter 
of 1818-1819 in a communal log shanty they built on the triangle of land now bounded by Stewart 
Street and Parkhill and Chemong Roads. In the spring they took up their land grants along the 
Communication Road, now Chemong Road. 
 
At this time, the Colony Settlers were the only inhabitants of this region. Adam Scott built his mill 
and home to the south, on the Otonabee River, in 1819 and the Stewart and Reid families arrived 
in Douro Township in 1822. 
 
William Dixon Sr., his wife Nancy Chesterfield and their family of five sons, drew their land grants 
immediately north of the town line between Smith and North Monaghan Townships (later 
Peterborough). During the first few years of hardship there were deaths in nearly all six Colony 
families. In the Dixon family, the youngest son, Utrick, and the oldest son, Isaac, died within two 
years. Three years later, the father, William, died leaving his sons to carry on; William Junior being 
eighteen or nineteen at the time. The family did carry on and thrived. 
 
William married Isabella Harvey in 1829, at which time the Dixon property was divided. William 
retained the west 165 acres and one of his brothers, Joseph, acquired the east 100 acres. 
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William built a saw mill on Dixon's Creek, which became a very important adjunct of the new 
settlement. William, also opened a quarry along one bank of the valley through which the stream 
flowed. The stone from this quarry was used to build a number of buildings and foundations in the 
Town of Peterborough, which was developing south of his property. His own home was one of four 
dwellings erected in 1837 using stone from his quarry. The use of the stone from this quarry either 
ended or was drastically reduced by 1849. In that year William died, leaving his wife, Isabella, who 
lived to be more than 80 years old. 
 
James, son of William, lived his entire life on this property. He married Lucy Crawford and they 
had seven children. A fourth generation was born and raised here before the last of the property 
passed out of the Dixon family. 
 
In 1872 James deeded the property, except for parts sold, to his wife Lucy Jane Dixon. 
 
In 1890 Charlotte Jane Nicholls died leaving an estate close to a million dollars. Nearly half of this 
was left in the form of bequests for charitable, educational and public purpose’s. $60,000 was 
allocated for the purchase and improvement of public parks and recreational grounds. In early 
April, 1893, the executors of Mrs. Nicholls' estate asked for tenders for lands for park purposes. 
The terms of the tender was published in the PETERBOROUGH REVIEW on April 4, 1893. On 
October 4, 1893, Lucy Jane Dixon sold 30 acres of land to the Nicholls Park Trust for $3,000. 
There are several stories concerning this sale. One tells that pressure to buy the valley with its 
creek came from E.H.D. Hall, an executor, who remembered the many happy hours he spent as a 
boy fishing in the creek and roaming the woods. Another story says that no pressure was needed; 
that Mrs. Dixon sold the desired land for a very low sum of money as her contribution to the park. 
 
When first purchased, it was called Dixon Park, but in mid July, 1894, the name changed to 
Jackson Park. It was either named after Mrs. Nicholls, whose maiden name was Jackson, or after 
her nephew, Benjamin Jackson. 
 
In 1894 John E. Belcher, who was the Town's Engineer and the architect for many of its finest 
homes and public buildings, was listed as the architect/planner for the park. It was reported that 
the Dam was built that year and it can be assumed that the bridges were built at the same time 
using plans provided by Mr. Belcher. It was an era when "rustic" garden architecture was popular, 
as illustrated in an article in the Peterborough EXAMINER in April, 1893 which shows a bridge 
which could have inspired the design for the Jackson Park Pagoda Bridge as well as a second 
bridge which spanned the creek. Its design was similar to the lower railing portion of the Pagoda 
Bridge. Newspaper reports indicate that the work on the park was completed in the early summer 
of 1895. A very glowing description of the park appeared in the City Incorporation Edition of the 
PETERBOROUGH EXAMINER on June 30, 1905. See the Appendix for a transcription. 
 
At one time, Jackson Park was the city's athletic center. There were many canoe races on the lake 
and some of the teams even entered the Henley Regatta in England. The creek was dammed for 
swimming in the summer. The park also had picnic areas and a popular toboggan slide in the 
winter. When moving pictures were introduced, an outdoor screen was built in the park and 
hundreds came out to watch the shows. 
 
The street railway operated a line out to Parkhill Road, just south of the park. A skating rink was 
built in its turning basin. 
The Nicholls Park Trust purchased land for two other parks. In 1894 Nicholls Oval was bought 
from the Samuel Dickson Company for $13,000. About the same time they bought Inverlea for 
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$12,000. These two parks were turned over to the city in 1938. However, it was not until Stanley 
McBride was Mayor of Peterborough in 1961 and 1962 that Jackson Park, now 45 acres in size, 
and a trust fund of $50,000 in bonds was turned over to the city. An agreement was drawn up to 
insure that the city would use the property as a park, maintain it properly, and keep its name. 
 
The small bridge across the creek is now replaced by a concrete span, but the Pagoda Bridge 
remains. For over ninety years it has been admired and cherished by the people of Peterborough. 
Now, like many of our city's older citizens, it is in need of loving care and attention. Let us hope it 
can be restored and saved for the enjoyment of future generations. 
 
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION FOR DESIGNATION BY-LAW: The bridge over a section of 
Jackson Creek is not, in fact a pagoda or even a close resemblance to a pagoda (which is 
invariably polygonal, with multi-storied ornamental roofs). 
It is in fact a structure typical of the Victorian era and its detailing (i.e. brackets, trim finials, etc.) is 
very typical of the architecture and construction of the same era in English Canada. The curved 
hipped roof gives the structure a somewhat oriental character and this is likely the reason for the 
misnomer. 
 
The structure is a fine example of Victorian Garden Architecture, in the same genre as gazebos, 
pavilions, greenhouses and conservatories, and it is, in fact, a covered bridge spanning 
approximately 20 feet of water. The balustrade acts as a truss consisting of a bottom chord 
(wooden timber) and posts which also support the roof. Intermediate joists which support the deck 
bear on the abutment and on cross purlins which are bolted to the two centre posts. Each post has 
four brackets which support the roof structure. Decorative brackets tie the exterior of the post to 
the cross purlin below. The fascia is also decorative and similar to the bargeboard on homes of the 
same era. The roof boasts tiny dormers which appear to be birdhouses and the ridge sports two 
finials. The original roofing was most likely cedar shingles. 
Old photographs provide excellent references to the original details of the structure and will be of 
great help in the restoration of this historical and architectural gem. 
 
Report compiled by Martha Ann Kidd, P.A.C.A.C Historical research by Frances Enns, Elizabeth 
Farquharson, Gina Martin, Elwood Jones and Martha Ann Kidd. 
Architectural Description by Jon Hobbs Old Photographs and Post Card provided by the Archives 
of the Peterborough Museum and Archives, by Roy's Studio and by Martha Ann Kidd. 
Sketch by Tim Jackson. 
Brief completed March 23, 1987. 


